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Abstract
The globally significant forest and other natural resources of the B.C. coast are contested by commercial,
conservation and First Nations interests. For the last several years, these groups have been working
collaboratively towards a shared land management vision. Recent changes in provincial policy and First
Nations legal authority have led to new Government-to-government agreements for land use on the
coast, which set aside large areas for conservation and enshrine Ecosystem Based Management (EBM)
as the approach to guide future resource use. EBM aims to maintain functioning ecosystems while
recognizing the need for economic activity to support coastal communities, including several First
Nations.The challenge is how to implement EBM in a way that allows for both ongoing learning and
collaboration among interested parties, in order to improve management over time. The authors led a
multi-disciplinary team of professionals that designed an Adaptive Management Framework to address
this challenge. The framework provides for management of the region's land based resources to be
informed both by research as well as by ongoing management practice. A crucial innovation in the
framework is the clarification and monitoring of Human Well Being objectives of EBM as well as the more
conventional Ecosystem Integrity objectives. This approach required the integration of different
disciplinary tools and perspectives in a transparent and collaborative framework that is based on shared
knowledge and learning. The implementation of an adaptive management framework will support the
general principles of good professional practice and continuous learning, but will require new roles for
resource managers from the province and First Nations and new relationships with researchers. It will
also require considerable capacity building for monitoring, research and shared data management among
most of the parties involved. These requirements come at a time when the forest industry faces
commercial uncertainties, and when First Nations communities face stark livelihood crises.
Implementation of adaptive management will have to reflect these realities. The lessons from an adaptive
management framework have broad relevance for complex and dynamic resource management issues in
other parts of B.C. The main question for land managers in rural B.C. facing dynamic ecological, socioeconomic and political contexts is how to take practical interim decisions in the face of mounting
uncertainty, while building robust systems for collaborative learning to reduce risks. We suggest some
practical guidelines and will invite the audience to test these in the context of their own experience. The
session will produce a refined set of guidelines for good practice in adaptive management for participants
to take away from the Summit.
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Abstract
Several regional level planning initiatives have recently been completed in the Sea to Sky region including
the Squamish-Lillooet Regional District Regional Growth Strategy, the Lil'wat Nation Land Use Plan and
the provincial Sea to Sky Land and Resource Management Plan. This session will focus on the process
and outcomes of those plans, their interrelationships and some of the innovative approaches that are
being used to address the diverse interests and complex land use issues in the region.

